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Find five examples of figurative

language in the novel. ldentify the

type and explain what each

example mealls.

Create a glossary of at least 5

examples of Glader slang. Use

context to determine the rneaning of

the jargon the Gladers uss

The characters in the novel were

named after famous scientists.

(Thomas Edison, A|bert Einstein,

lsaac Newtoh, Charles Darwin, etc.)

Research a scientist and write a
detailed paragraph with information

about their accomplishments,

Compare and contrast Thomas

and Gally using a venn diaqram"

Then, write two paragraphs

explaining their similarities and

dif ferences.

, Create a detailed and labeled map of the

Glade. lnclude the homestead, slamrner,

box, tree grove, map room, gardens, and the

doors. Use context clues to help you. Add

color to your map,
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Design a warning poster about

the Grievers! Your poster should

be informative and eye'catching.

Create an acrostic poem using the

title. Maze Runner,

lf you were a Glader, which job

would you have chosen? Use text

evidence to support your choice
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The Giver Symbol Scrapbook: 8th grade Summer Reading Project
Since one theme of The Giver focuses on the importance of memories, you are going to be

creating Jonas' memory scrapbook using symbols to represent different aspects of the novel.

Below is a planning sheet that will help you brainstorm your ideas and sort out your information.

lf you have any questions over the summer, feel free to email rne at emily.kemp@sasparma.org.

Your scrapbook will consist of 7 symbols, including one for the title of the novel.

Gover Page:
You must have a cover page that includes a title for your project, the title of the novel (The

Giver), and your name.

Story SymbolPages
Each symbol page must contain 4 items:
1) a title at the top (l put those in bold below to help you organize)
2) a picture of the symbol you chose

3) the name of the symbol you chose (i.e. teddy bear, coffee mug, etc)

4) a description of why you chose that symbol and how it represents the section, and at least
one piece of textual evidence to support your claim (Must have quote and page number). This

description should be at least 5-7 sentences in length.

Planning Sheet

Symbol 1: The Giver
Symbol I chose

Chose a symbol to represent the novel as a whole and explain why you chose this symbol:

Symbol 2: Jonas' Journey, Characterization - Beginning
Symbol I chose

Characterize Jonas in the beginning of the novel. Explain why you chose this symbol:

Symbol 3: Jonas' Journey, Characterization - Middle
Symbol I chose

Characterize Jonas in the middle of the novel and explain the cause of the change from the

beginning. Explain why you chose this symbol:



Symbol 4: Jonas' Journey, Characterizatlon - End

Symbol I chose

Characterize Jonas at the end of the novel and explain the cause of the change from the

beginning and middle. Explain why you chose this symbol:

Symbol5: Jonas' Main Conflict
Symbol I chose

The main conflict is (man vs.-). Describe the conflict in your own words.

Symbol6: Jonas' Emotional High Point {Climax} Symbol I chose

What is the climax in the novel? How does this resolve the main conflict? Explain your symbol

choice:

Symbol 7: Resolution Symbol I chose What is the resolution in

the novel? You must describe your own interpretation here and explain why you chose this

symbol:


